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 mov or.png. Dec 13, 2560 BE n Have full screen on/off switch in app and also have the ability to lock the screen with password. This will stop intruders from accidentally locking the screen. Dec 17, 2561 US n Use the best-fit system to make the screen as compact as possible, making use of max font size and max font size for text. This will prevent mis-fitting of the text on the screen. Dec 17, 2562
US n Toggle fullscreen on/off button using the system volume up/down buttons or the screen's on/off button. Note, only this volume button will be able to toggle fullscreen. Sep 27, 2563 US n Add T9 support for typing. Apr 26, 2564 US n Allow support of non-English languages. Apr 23, 2565 US n Change the app name to make it clearer. Update History Nov 13, 2568 BE n Change "resume" action

to "full-screen" button, see Update Notes. Oct 15, 2569 BE n Add maximum number of row cells. (Your app will be force-closed if you try to add a cell beyond this limit.) Oct 15, 2569 BE n Fix layout problem when the app was launched from previous app after being in full-screen mode. Sep 27, 2570 US n Add key handling to the app so that the user can use the volume up/down/mute buttons to
toggle fullscreen mode, or the on/off button on the device to toggle fullscreen mode. Sep 28, 2570 US n Add support for the on/off button and volume up/down/mute buttons to toggle fullscreen mode. May 16, 2571 US n Add support for selecting multiple rows of data. May 11, 2572 US n Add support for adjusting the font size. Apr 13, 2573 BE n Add support for voice input. Mar 21, 2574 BE n

Add support for custom actions, such as copy/paste, add/remove. Sep 28, 2575 BE n Add support for custom-sized screen content (e.g. screens with wider or shorter aspect ratios). Sep 25, 2576 BE n Add support for custom gestures, such as three fingers in a pattern to adjust zoom. Sep 23, 2577 BE n Add support for picture-in-picture (PIP) Dec 3, 2578 BE 82157476af
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